sha’ar ami
sha'ar ammi (gate of my
people)
Sha'ar Binyamin, a ba'al
pekidut (captain of the
guard)
Sha'ar HaMifkad
(Gate of Inspection)
Sha'ar HaPinnah
(Corner Gate)
Sha'ar Harishon
(the First Gate)
Sha'ar HaSusim
(Horse Gate)
Sha'ar Hatiferet
(Beautiful Gate)
Sha'ar HaTzon
(Sheepgate)
sha'ar (city gate, gate,
court gateway, i.e. the
Eastern Gate)
sha'arah (gate)
sha'arei haneharot (the
gates of the rivers)
sha'arei mavet
(gates of death)
sha'at hanisayon
(hour of trial)
shaar hatzarut
(gate of narrowness)
shaar (gate)
shaatnez (mixed fibers)
Shabbaton (day of rest,
rest from work)
Shabbos Shabbos (every
Shabbos)
shachal (lion cub)
shachar (dawn, from
whence it riseth, dawn,
light, sun up)
shacharis (dawn [prayer
time])
shacharut (prime of
life)
shachat (corruption,
decay [TEHILLIM 16:10]
pit, the grave, the
abyss of corruption)
shachat (pit [trap],
slime pit)
shachefet (consumption)
shachor (black)
shadayim (breasts)
Shaddai (the Almighty)
shadkhan (marriage
broker)
shafal (lowly)
shaichus (closeness,
friendship, intimacy)
shakhen (neighbor)
shakhor (black)
shakran (liar)
shakranit (liars)
shal (error)
shalal Dovid (the
plunder of David)
shalal rav
(great plunder)
shalem b'guf (healthy)
shalem bguf (healthy)
shalem (complete, fully
devoted, undivided,

she’erit Pelishtim
shalishim
(captains,ranking
officers, ruler)
shalit (ruler)
shalitim (rulers)
shalom al haaretz
(peace on the earth)
Shalom aleichem
l'machbir (Peace be
multiplied unto you)
Shalom Aleikhem
(Peace be unto you)
shalom bayis
(family peace)
shalom Ester
(welfare of Ester)
Shalom yeheyeh lachem
(Ye shall have shalom)
shalom (benefit, peace,
peacetime, prosperity,
welfare, well)
shalosh (three things)
shalosh arim
(three towns)
shalosh kikrot
(loaves)
shalosh p'amim
(three times)
shalosh paamim
(three times)
shalosh pe'amim
(three times)
shalosh regalim
(three times)
shalosh shanim and
shishah chodashim
(three years and six
months)
shalosh shanim
(three years)
shalosha (three)
shaloshim shanah
(thirty years old)
shalvah (security)
sham (here, there)
shamat (leave unplowed)
shamir (adamant, hardest
stone, diamond, i.e.
hard as shamir)
shanah (year)
shanah bshanah
(year by year)
Shanat Geulah
(Year of Redemption)
shanim kadmoniyyot
(former years)
shanim shalosh
(three years)
shanim (years)
shanot (years)
sharav (burning sand)
sharim (singers, singing
men)
sharot (singing women)
sharsherot zahav tahor
(chains of pure gold)
sharsherot (chains,
chainwork)
sharvit hazahav (golden
sceptre)
sharvit (sceptre)
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shav (lies, vanity,
falsehood, futility)
shavatz (death throe
agony)
shavu'ot chukkot hatzir
(the appointed weeks of
the harvest)
shavu (turned)
shavua (week)
shavu'a (week)
shawkling (ritual
swaying while davening)
shayach (conceivable)
sha'ah (hour, time)
sha'arei Sheol (gates of
She'ol, Hades, Hell)
shcheneinu (our
neighbors)
shchenim haashirim (rich
neighbors)
shchenim (neighbors)
she biryah (fat lamb)
she'ar HaBa'al (remnant
of Baal)
she'ar (remainder,
remnant)
she'ar (remnant)
she'arim (gates, i.e.
towns)
she'at nefesh (scorn of
soul, contempt)
she'elah (petition,
request, question)
she'erit adamah (the
remnant of the land)
She'erit Yehudah
(Remnant of Judah)
She'erit Yisroel (the
Remnant of Israel)
she'erit (remnant,
remainder, survivor,
survivors)
shearyashuv ("a remnant
will return")
shebalev (inwardly)
shechin ra (painful
boils)
shechin (boil, inflamed
spot)
shechitah (ritual
slaughter)
shechol (the loss of
children, bereavement)
shecholat ahavah ani (I
am faint with ahavah,
lovesick, see 2:5)
shechorah (black, dark,
sun-blackened)
shed (demon, the ruach
hatumah)
shedim (demons)
sheelot (kashes,
questions)
sheerit Pelishtim
(remnant of the
Philistines)
NOTES

